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A Man Like None Other Chapter 3265-Agreement “All right!” Cloud nodded 
and walked up to Yorath and Genya. 

“Yorath! Genya!” Cloud called out to them. “What is it, Cloud?” Yorath asked 
happily when he saw Cloud voluntarily approaching them. 

“I saw that you two entered the valley as well. Did you activate your nascence 
space? Or did you master a nascence?” Cloud asked. 

“No, we just followed Mr. Jadiel in there. He’s activated his nascence space 
and wishes to master nascence quickly by killing nascence beasts,” Yorath 
replied honestly. 

Cloud glanced at Jadiel as he said, “There are tons of nascence beasts 
gathered at the entrance of the valley right now, Yorath. There’s also a 
gigantic one there with them. I’m afraid you guys won’t be able to get in there 
anymore. 

How about we gather in one spot and work together to kill that gigantic 
nascence beast? I’m sure it’ll help with mastering nascence!” “How shall we 
work together?” Yorath asked in confusion. 

“We team up and lure the smaller nascence beasts away from the entrance. 

Then, Mr. Chance will step in and kill the gigantic nascence beast. Just so you 
know, he has already mastered a few types of nascences. He may only be an 
Eighth Level Body Fusion Realm cultivator, but his power can easily crush 
even Tribulator cultivators. I believe he’ll be able to kill that gigantic nascence 
beast with ease,” Cloud replied. 

Yorath simply glanced at Jadiel in response. After all, Jadiel was the one who 
called the shots here. 

Of course, Jadiel had heard Cloud’s suggestion as well. He, too, wanted to kill 
that gigantic nascence beast, but he wasn’t powerful enough to do so. If we 
team up now, we might just be able to kill that gigantic nascence beast! 



“What do you think of his suggestion, Mr. Jadiel?” Yorath asked cautiously. 

“I think it’s a good idea. The grudges between us can wait until after we kill 
that gigantic nascence beast,” Jadiel replied with a nod. 

If we really are able to kill this gigantic nascence beast, then I will surely be 
able to comprehend metal nascence! 

“Since Mr. Jadiel has agreed, we can proceed to work together, Cloud!” 
Yorath said. Cloud nodded and went back to tell Jared about their response. 

Seeing as they had agreed to work together, Jared approached them with the 
others. There was an awkward tension in the air as Miya and Livya ignored 
Yorath and Genya completely. 

Jadiel shot Jared a glance and said, “You can kill that gigantic nascence 
beast, but you have to do so with me. As for the smaller nascence beasts, we 
can have the others help lure them away.” “Sure thing!” Jared agreed to it 
without any hesitation. He wasn’t afraid of Jadiel stealing his kill and 
absorbing a portion of the metal nascence. 

After all, Jared’s nascence space could expand infinitely in size, so he would 
be able to absorb more of it anyway. Jadiel was a little surprised when he saw 
how quickly Jared agreed with his suggestion. I wasn’t expecting him to agree 
so readily, but none of that matters now! 

Jared and Jadiel took some time to prepare themselves before entering the 
valley. The moment they set foot inside the valley, the huge nascence beast 
roared and swung its claws at them. 

“Do it!” Jared shouted as he manifested Dragonslayer Sword in his hand. 
Jadiel, too, summoned two huge stone hammers in his hands. 

Just like that, they attacked the gigantic nascence beast from both sides. 
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A Man Like None Other Chapter 3266-Escape The ground shook violently as 
the nascence beast’s thundering roar echoed throughout the skies. Jared and 
Jadiel attacked the gigantic nascence beast continuously with their respective 
weapons. 



“Do it now!” Jared shouted. Having received their cue, Miya and the others 
quickly rushed forward. Immediately, the sea of nascence beasts rushed 
toward them. 

By retreating while fighting them off at the same time, Miya and the others 
successfully lured the smaller nascence beasts away. 

Meanwhile, Jared and Jadiel continued their assault on the gigantic nascence 
beast. The gigantic nascence beast smacked at them with its paw, shattering 
a mountain ridge instantly. Jared and Jadiel were as tiny as ants as they stood 
before it. 

The shockwave from that impact was so powerful that it instantly sent Jadiel 
flying. Jared, on the other hand, leaped into the air and unleashed Nine 
Shadows. 

A few clones of Jared appeared in mid-air and placed their Dragonslayer 
Swords together, forming a blindingly bright light that shot at the gigantic 
nascence beast. 

The gigantic nascence beast groaned in pain as a wound appeared on its 
body. 

On top of that, its metal nascence decreased significantly as well, much to 
Jared’s delight. 

So, this gigantic nascence beast’s strength decreases significantly each time 
we wound it, and it loses some of its metal nascence as well! 

Naturally, Jadiel noticed that too. He tightened his grip on the stone hammers 
as he swung at the gigantic nascence beast’s head. 

Suddenly, the gigantic nascence beast activated its aura and gathered the 
metal nascence around it. That healed its wound instantly and made it even 
more powerful than before. 

“Uh…” Jadiel gasped in shock when he saw that. He tried to pull his hammers 
back, but it was too late. The nascence beast roared and swiped at Jadiel with 
its paw. 



Jadiel’s body was sent flying by the impact and crashed into a mountain like a 
comet. His body was stuck so deep in the mountain that he couldn’t move an 
inch. 

In that instant, it was up to Jared to kill that gigantic nascence beast. Jared fell 
into deep thought as he stared at the gigantic nascence beast. 

Theoretically, these nascence beasts are formed through condensation of 
nascence aura, so they shouldn’t be sentient, let alone possess intelligence 
like demon beasts. As long as I kill these nascence beasts, the nascence aura 
will dissipate, and the nascence beasts will cease to exist. Yet, this nascence 
beast is able to heal itself using the resources from this valley! This is 
ridiculous! It seems the only way to defeat it is to kill it in a single blow. 

I can’t give it the chance to heal itself using the nascence aura. Otherwise, it’d 
be practically invincible! There must be something I have yet to discover here 
in this valley. There’s no way this gigantic nascence beast would know how to 
heal itself since nascence beasts don’t possess such intelligence! Something 
must be controlling it! 

I guess I’ll have to find whatever that is before I can kill this gigantic nascence 
beast. Whatever that thing is, it’s probably the reason the nascence aura here 
is able to condense into nascence beasts! This valley is huge, though. 
Looking for that thing without knowing what it is would be no different from 
finding a needle in a haystack. I don’t even know where to start! 

Before Jared could come up with a plan, the gigantic nascence beast 
launched another attack at him. It wasn’t about to wait for Jared to figure out 
how to kill it. 

Upon seeing the gigantic nascence beast bring its paw down upon him, Jared 
quickly used his teleportation magecraft. After avoiding that attack, he ran 
deeper into the valley as quickly as his legs could carry him. 

A Man Like None Other Chapter 3267-A Guess The gigantic nascence beast 
immediately chased after Jared, much to Miya’s dismay. She didn’t want to 
become a widow so soon after giving herself up to Jared. 

With her sword in hand, Miya leaped into the air and launched an attack at the 
huge nascence beast. She wanted to draw its attention to herself so that 
Jared could escape. However, her attack did nothing to hurt the gigantic 
nascence beast. 



Instead, the rebound from her attack sent her flying backward. With a bellow, 
the gigantic nascence beast swiped at Miya in retaliation. Jared, who was on 
the run, appeared before Miya in an instant and pulled her away from the 
attack. 

“What are you doing here? It’s too dangerous!” Jared yelled. 

“I was just worried about your safety! I don’t want to end up becoming a 
widow!” Miya replied. 

Jared froze in shock when he heard that. Since he didn’t know Miya all that 
well, he wasn’t romantically attached to her at all. What he felt toward her was 
merely lust at most. 

As such, he was not expecting Miya to feel that way about him. I thought the 
people in the Ethereal Realm are open-minded and engage in s3x casually? 

“Why are you spacing out? Hurry up and run!” Miya shouted while giving 
Jared a shove. Having been snapped out of his dazed state, Jared grabbed 
Miya by the arm and led her deep into the valley. 

Right as the two passed by a mountain peak, they heard someone screaming 
for help. Upon turning around, Jared saw that it was Jadiel. Apparently, his 
body had gotten stuck inside the mountain. 

“Ignore him! Let’s go!” Miya yelled and started dragging Jared away. Of 
course, Jared would have done the same thing even if she didn’t tell him to. 
Since he had no connections with Behemoth Palace, he wasn’t about to go 
back and save Jadiel. 

The gigantic nascence beast continued chasing Jared and Miya down. 

Eventually, the two reached the deepest part of the valley and saw that it was 
a dead end. A tall mountain was in front of them, and there was a cave at its 
peak. 

Nascence aura was pouring out of the cave like a fountain. As Jared had 
activated his nascence space and mastered a few nascences, he could sense 
the concentrated nascence aura coming from the cave. 

“Whatever it is that lets the nascence aura condense into nascence beasts 
must be inside here!” Jared said as he entered the cave. 



Miya didn’t understand what he meant, but she followed him into the cave 
anyway. The gigantic nascence beast grew anxious when it saw them enter 
the cave. It kept roaring as it chased after them. With that, Jared and Miya 
were trapped inside the cave with no way out. 

“Why did you lead me into this cave? We’re trapped in here now!” Miya asked 
in confusion when she saw the gigantic nascence beast chasing after them 
from behind. 

“There must be some kind of magical item in here. If we can find it, we might 
be able to escape that gigantic nascence beast!” Jared replied. 

Miya wasn’t sure what Jared meant by that, but she could only follow him 
deeper into the cave. Soon, the two arrived at the gigantic nascence beast’s 
lair. 

It was so huge that Jared and Miya looked like ants in comparison. On top of 
that, the nascence aura in there was a lot more concentrated. 

“This is the place! This must be where that gigantic nascence beast was born! 
It probably just left the cave earlier!” Jared said. 

“How do you know this?” Miya asked while staring at Jared in confusion. He’s 
not a member of the Seizon family, so how does he know so much about our 
ancestral land? 

“I made a guess!” Jared replied with a faint smile. Miya instinctively rolled her 
eyes at him in response. We’re trapped in here with that gigantic nascence 
beast because of a guess he made? 

 


